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Abstract: In recent years, fuzzing has become a powerful tool for security researchers to uncover
security vulnerabilities. It is used to discover software vulnerabilities by continuously generating
malformed inputs to trigger bugs. Directed grey-box fuzzing has also been widely used in the
verification of patch testing and in vulnerability reproduction. For directed grey-box fuzzing, the core
problem is to make test cases reach the target and trigger vulnerabilities faster. Selecting seeds that are
closer to the target site to be mutated first is an effective method. For this purpose, the DGF calculates
the distance between the execution path and the target site by a specific algorithm. However, as
time elapses in the execution process, the seeds covering a larger amount of basic blocks may be
overlooked due to their long distances. At the same time, directed fuzzing often ignores the impact
of coverage on test efficiency, resulting in a local optimum problem without accumulating enough
valuable test cases. In this paper, we analyze and discuss these problems and propose SwitchFuzz, a
fuzzer that can switch short-term goals during execution. SwitchFuzz keeps shortening the distance
of test cases to reach the target point when it performs well and prioritizes reaching the target point.
When positive feedback is not achieved over a period of time, SwitchFuzz tries to explore more
possibilities. We compared the efficiency of SwitchFuzz with that of AFLGO in setting single target
and multiple targets for crash recurrence in our experiments, respectively. The results show that
SwitchFuzz produces a significant improvement over AFLGO in both the speed and the probability
of triggering a specified crash. SwitchFuzz can discover more edges than AFLGO in the same amount
of time and can generate seeds with smaller distances.

Keywords: fuzzing; directed fuzzing; vulnerability detection; crash reproduce

1. Introduction

In recent years, fuzzing has stood out in vulnerability mining. It sends a large number
of malformed inputs to the target program to trigger crashes. Grey-box fuzzing (GF),
represented by AFL [1], generates code when compiling to collect information. It involves
the use of genetic algorithms, turning the problem of generating test cases into using genetic
algorithms for numerical optimization of code coverage. Research into fuzzing has made
significant progress. There are now many fuzzing testing tools based on AFL.

GF cannot be effectively targeted. That is, it cannot allow the fuzzing test to reach the
part of the target code that the tester needs to test. Directed fuzzing (DF) is designed for
this purpose. It spends most of its time reaching the designated target location without
spending a lot of resources on unrelated paths. This has great practical significance in areas
such as patch testing, crash recurrence, static analysis report verification and information
flow detection.

There are currently two forms of DF. One is directed symbolic execution (DSE), which
converts the path-reachability problem into a constraint-solving problem to generate test
cases that can reach the target point. The other is directed grey-box fuzzing (DGF), which
transforms the path-reachability problem into a distance optimization problem and contin-
uously generates seeds closer to the goal using optimization algorithms.
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AFL can also be regarded as a guided fuzzing test, but it is based on coverage-guided,
the goal of which is to explore as many code fragments as possible to thoroughly test the
target program. In contrast to the AFL coverage-based guidance method, DGF, represented
by AFLGo [2], uses distance-based guidance. The distance from each basic block and
function to the target point is calculated during compilation and the seed distance is
calculated dynamically at runtime. Subsequently, it selectively schedules the seeds based
on their distance and other indicators.

To evaluate the quality of a directed grey-box fuzzer, the most important indicator is
whether it can trigger a crash that reaches the specified target point in a shorter amount of
time. This is our purpose for using it. Therefore, the time to reach the target point naturally
becomes a key indicator. DGF often pays little attention to coverage. If multiple paths can
reach the target point, most DGF methods tend to ignore some paths. These paths may
meet the necessary conditions to trigger the vulnerability. (We refer to seeds that cover
more basic blocks as “long path seeds” in the following sections). However, spending time
exploring more paths inevitably leads to a decrease in time efficiency. How to balance the
time and coverage for reaching the target point is a problem that DGF needs to solve.

DGF often requires the user to set a time for accumulating sufficient test cases (de-
scribed in detail in Section 3.2) though the user is often not able to set this time properly.
If the time is set too short, the fuzzer cannot accumulate sufficient seeds of value. This can
result in a subsequent blind pursuit of distance reduction for a certain path during testing,
thus falling into the path local optimum problem and leading to crashes that are more
difficult to trigger. However, too long time setting can affect the efficiency of targeting,
which can be fatal for DGF.

In this paper, we analyze and discuss these issues. We implement SwitchFuzz, a fuzzer
that switches short-term goals during execution, based on AFLGo. SwitchFuzz gives
priority to reaching the target point when the test state is good and keeps shortening the
distance of test cases to the target point. When it does not receive better feedback in a
particular period, it will try to explore further possibilities. This addresses the shortcomings
resulting from unreasonable time settings and avoids the path exploration falling into a
local optimum. SwitchFuzz also addresses the issue that basic blocks with vulnerability
trigger prerequisites located on long paths that are ignored. In addition, we optimize the
seed scheduling policy in different situations.

To evaluate the performance of SwitchFuzz, we compared it with AFLGo on several
real program datasets. In experiments undertaken with separate single-target and multi-
target setups, SwitchFuzz produced a significant improvement in the probability and speed
of triggering a specified crash within a certain time. In addition, SwitchFuzz was able to
find more edges and to generate seeds with smaller distances than AFLGo in the same
test time.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) We summarize the current understanding of directed grey-box fuzzing and present

four problems to be solved or improved.
(2) We propose a method to allocate queues according to tasks, which can reach the

target point faster and preserve path diversity.
(3) We propose a method to solve the contradiction between arrival speed and multi-

path coverage, which can complete the appropriate task at the appropriate stage.
(4) We apply these methods to a new directed grey-box fuzzing tool named Switch-

Fuzz and comprehensively evaluate the time required for vulnerability triggering and
path coverage.

2. Background

In this Section, we provide a short introduction to the background of DGF. In Section 2.1,
we introduce calculation of the DGF distance. In Section 2.2, we introduce the seed queue
and the scheduling of seeds.
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2.1. Distance

The purpose of directed grey-box fuzzing (DGF) is to test a specific target code.
The tester sets the target points before executing the test. The fuzzer then continuously
optimizes the input test cases. The execution path of the generated test cases gradually
approaches the target point and triggers the corresponding vulnerability. Most DGF
methods obtain the function call graph (CG) and control flow graph (CFG) of the target
program during the static analysis phase. The distance from each basic block to the target
point is calculated using CG and CFG and the distance is inserted into the basic block at
compile time. During fuzzing, the DGF calculates the distance to the target point based on
the execution path of the test case.

An example of AFLGo, which is the classic DGF, is presented below. Figure 1 illustrates
the control flow graph and T1 and T2 are the target basic blocks. The A-B-D path is not
reachable by the target point, so the distance is infinite. For the basic block A, the closest
execution path to T1 is A-B-C-T1, with three edges in the path. The closest execution path to
T2 is A-B-T2, with two edges. The distance of the basic block is calculated as the harmonic
mean of the distance to each target. Considering the basic block A as an example, its
distance is ( 1

2 + 1
3 )

−1 = 6
5 . The distance of a test case is calculated as the average distance

of all basic blocks of its route. If a test case is entered, the program executes A-B-C-T1-T2 in
sequence. The distance of this test case is ( 6

5 + 2
3 + 2

3 + 0 + 0)/5 = 0.507. If the program
execution path after another test case input is A-B-T2, the distance is ( 6

5 +
2
3 + 0)/3 = 0.622.

In this way, for each input, a distance value is obtained after the execution based on its
execution result.

A:6/5A:6/5

B:2/3B:2/3

C:2/3C:2/3

T2:0T2:0

T1:0T1:0

D: ∞D: ∞

Figure 1. Example control-flow graph with DGF distances specified on each basic block.

2.2. Seed Queue

Like other grey-box fuzzing, the workflow of directed fuzzing involves continuously
attempting to mutate the input test cases and collection of program information. When test
cases with positive feedback (e.g., distance reduction) are obtained, the fuzzer keeps them
as seeds and stores them in the seed queue. When needed, the fuzzer selects out preferred
seeds to mutate. For directed fuzzing, when the input is executed and the distance is found
to be smaller than the current minimum distance, or new coverage is found, the input is
stored as a seed in the seed queue and marked as “favored”. This marker is used to give a
higher priority to the seed in the next seed scheduling step.

Most of the DGFs based on AFLGo use an annealing algorithm. They divide the entire
fuzzing execution period into exploration and exploitation phases. The exploration time is
set by the user. Seeds are given a score based on their distance. The higher the score the
more energy the seed will gain. Seeds with higher energy are given more chances to mutate.
At the beginning of the exploration phase, the seeds in the seed queue are considered to
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be of equal value and are given the same energy. The fuzzer accumulates as many test
cases as possible and explores more of the program state space. As the exploitation phase
is entered, the energy of seeds at larger distances decreases and eventually they are no
longer noticeable. It is worth noting that the actual distances are normalized according to
the maximum and minimum distances among all seeds.

The curves for energy variation with time for each of SeedA and SeedB with their
normalized distances held constant are shown in Figure 2. It is important to note that
the energy describes the level of attention given to the seed; we normalized the range of
energy to 0 to 1 for ease of presentation. The reason for the existence of an upper limit is
that, no matter how valuable the fuzzing system considers this seed to be, it will still go
through the full mutation process. For cases where the seed energy is 0, the fuzzing system
will hardly perform the mutation operation. The distance for SeedA is smaller, while
the distance for SeedB is larger. The energy of SeedB decreases with time and gradually
approaches zero after entering the exploitation phase. The energy of SeedA, on the other
hand, is the opposite and gradually approaches to one. Using this mechanism, the DGF can
continuously optimize the test cases and gradually generate seeds with smaller distances.

Seed ASeed A

Seed BSeed B

Energy

TimeExploration Exploitation

0.5

1

0

Figure 2. Variation of seed energy with time.

2.3. Skip Mechanism

There are a finite number of seeds in the queue. When no new seeds are produced and
execution reaches the end of the queue, the fuzzer will redirect the pointer of the selected
seed to the head of the queue and start a new round of mutation. At this point, if a new
seed is produced, it is often worth more than the previous seed. Fuzzers such as AFLGo
tend to give seeds a number of markers to help determine whether they are valuable seeds
or not.

Specifically, the was_ f uzzed flag indicates whether the seed has been used. The f avored
flag indicates whether the seed should be noticed, which is usually the case for newly
generated seeds. The pending_ f avored flag indicates whether there are seeds noticed in
the seed queue. AFLGo determines the skip probability based on the was_ f uzzed flag,
the f avored flag, and the global pending_ f avrored flag of the current seed. If a seed of
interest is found globally, pending_ f avored is set to one, at which point seeds that have
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been fuzzed, or are not of interest in the queue, are skipped with a very high probability
(99%). Even if no new seeds of interest are found, they are skipped with a very high
probability (95% for fuzzed seeds and 75% for non-fuzzed seeds).

3. Motivation

In this Section, we present several examples to illustrate the current problems of DGF.
We suggest four issues that DGF needs to solve.

3.1. Delay Effect

Most current DGFs are based on AFLGo. Taking being “fast” as a criterion, AFLGo is
clearly not fast enough. In the exploration phase, distances are given the same amount of
energy. There are many long-distance seeds in the seed queue and short-distance seeds are
not immediately available for scheduling. Although some executed or uninteresting seeds
at the front of the queue are skipped with high probability when new seeds are generated,
they will still be executed one after another for new seeds that are not previously generated.
Even if the execution reaches a seed with a small distance, it produces a new seed that is
considered to be valuable. This new seed is still added to the end of the queue and waits
for the other massive seeds to finish scheduling.

This leads to a “delay effect”—the new seeds with small distances generated by the
input mutation are scheduled after the other seeds have been executed, resulting in further
distance reduction. As shown in Figure 3a, if the next seed in the seed queue to be fed into
the program is S1 with a distance of 10, S1 undergoes a series of mutations and successfully
produces a new seed Sn + 1 with a distance of six. This becomes the seed with the minimum
distance in the current queue. At this time, there are still many other seeds in the queue,
which may be further away from the target distance point, or, due to the increased number
of coverage of some edges, it joins the seed queue. At this point, they are less valuable than
Sn + 1, in terms of both distance and coverage. Seeds continue to be scheduled as shown
in Figure 3b. S2 generates seeds Sn + 2 with a distance of nine after mutation. In this way,
Sn + 1 will only be scheduled after all previous seeds that may not be valuable have been
executed. Seeds may continue to be produced that are not as valuable as Sn + 2, but are
considered valuable to the seed queue. This results in a delayed effect for valuable seeds.

3.2. Path Ignored

There are often many paths to the target point. The necessary condition to trigger
a crash may exist just on a certain path. Consider the use-after-free (UAF) vulnerability
as an example. When the memory block is released, its corresponding pointer becomes a
dangling pointer and does not point to any legal address. If it is used again after it is set to
null, the program will crash.

In Figure 1, T1 corresponds to the release of the variable and T2 corresponds to the use
of that variable. We have previously calculated that the distance 0.507 for input1 covering
two target points is significantly smaller than the distance 0.622 for input2 covering only
one target point. In this case, the fuzzer prefers to generate test cases covering multiple
target points.
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10 10 9 7

fuzz_one out

6

choose_seed in

add

S1 S2 S3 Sn Sn+1

10 9 7 6

fuzz_one out

9

choose_seed in

add

S2 S3 Sn Sn+2Sn+1

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Delay effect of seed queue. (a)Valuable seeds Sn added to the queue. (b)Less valuable seed
Sn+1 added to the queue.

However, for applications such as patch testing, we have no way of knowing for certain
which paths are dangerous or how other target points should be set. In this case, as shown
in Figure 4, the preconditioned free space statement that triggers the UAF vulnerability is
on a long path that passes through more basic blocks. A crash does not occur when the
short path is executed. At this point, for input1 via A-B-T to reach the target, the distance is
(2 + 1 + 0)/3 = 1. The input2 that can trigger the vulnerability passes through A-B-C-D-T.
The distance of input2 is (2 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 0)/5 = 1.2. In such a case, the long paths that pass
through more basic blocks tend to be ignored because their distances tend to be larger. So,
even for directed fuzzing, we want to reach the target both quickly and with as many paths
as possible to the target point.

A:2A:2

B:1B:1

C:2C:2

UseUse

 Free Free

T:0

D:1

Figure 4. A case of crash triggering experiencing a long path.

AFLGo seeks to explore as many paths as possible in the exploration phase. While
making it slower to reach the target point (as in the previous analysis), the timing of this
phase also needs to be specified by the tester before performing the fuzzing. The testers do
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not know how long this is set to be appropriate. For AFLGo, it has only one exploration
phase, and the ability to reach the target point and trigger the vulnerability depends heavily
on the seeds generated in the exploration phase. If the time is set to be too small, the fuzzer
will not adequately accumulate outstanding seeds. Some inputs with long paths to the
target point, even if they are found, will not get energy due to the annealing algorithm.
The final test cases generated tend to be concentrated on certain paths. This will result
in a situation where the paths are locally optimal. The execution is limited to short paths
and it is easy to become stuck in a certain place for a long time due to certain complex
check conditions. This was confirmed in a previous study [3]; within a certain time frame,
the longer the exploration time was set to be, the more likely it was to trigger a crash in
subsequent tests. If the time is set to be too large, seeds at larger distances will take a lot of
time. The really valuable seeds are drowned in the sea of seeds and cannot be dispatched
in time. This also results in performance degradation.

3.3. Unreachable Path

As mentioned in Section 3.2, users of the fuzzer often cannot set the exploration time
well. This can result in other problems.

Considering Figure 5 as an example, assume that the vulnerability triggering requisite
is at D on the long path. However, D is not set as the target point. After a long exploration,
there are seeds in the queue for paths A-B-C-T and A-B-E-F-G-T to reach the target point.
For AFLGo, if the A-D path is not discovered during the exploration phase, it will be
difficult to execute the path again at a later stage. The result of mutation of the seeds
after this is that path A-B is executed with high probability. Even if the path to A-D-E is
occasionally generated by mutation, it will be greater in distance than A-B-E. Over time, it
will gradually become submerged in a pile of seeds at a much smaller distance.

A

B

C

D

T

E

F

G

Figure 5. The case of possible missing vulnerabilities.

For the fuzzer, the A-D path is a path to the target point, but we cannot obtain the
seeds for this path. Unlike the problem mentioned in Section 3.2, test cases for the route
A-D path are unlikely to be generated because the time setting of the exploration phase is
not reasonable.

Based on the above analysis, we pose the following questions.
Q1: For directed grey-box fuzzing, how can the target point be reached more quickly?
Q2: How can path diversity be better preserved and multi-path coverage be achieved

using the directed grey-box fuzzing test?
Q3: For a seed that may be submerged in the queue with low energy, how can it be

given a chance to be scheduled and when should this be considered?
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Q4: How can speed and multi-path coverage be balanced? What strategy should
be adopted?

4. Overview

The analysis above highlights four problems that need to be solved. These essentially
concern the problem of (1) balancing the pursuit of speed to reach the target point directly,
while (2) covering as many paths as possible that will reach the target point.

In this section, we present the general workflow for the method, as shown in Figure 6.
SwitchFuzz is implemented based on AFLGo, which consists of two parts: a static analysis
module and a fuzzing loop. In the static analysis module, we collect the call graph (CG) and
control flow graph (CFG) of the program and insert the distance calculation module into
the program at compile time. In the fuzzing loop, SwitchFuzz selects the appropriate seed
queue for scheduling, saving it according to the current state, and continuously mutates
and optimizes to generate seeds that are closer to the target point.

Main

Side Exp

Seed Queue

Instrumented
 Binary

Input Seed
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r
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ng
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ta
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n

New
Seed
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Figure 6. Approach overview of SwitchFuzz.

4.1. Static Analysis

The input to the static analysis module is the program source code and target points
(e.g., code files and line numbers) and the output is a binary program with instrumentation.
SwitchFuzz is distance-oriented, which requires calculating distances before the static
analysis phase and staking them during the compilation phase. The AFLGo calculation
scheme is followed in this part. The CG and CFG of the source code are extracted based on
which function-level distances and basic block-level distances are obtained. The distance
of each basic block from the target point is calculated and the distance calculation code is
staked into the binary program at compile time. During dynamic time, the stubbed code
performs the distance calculation to obtain the distance from the seed to the target point.

4.2. Fuzzing Loop

The fuzzing part is a circular process where the input is a binary program with
instrumentation and an initial seed. The output is a seed file that can cause the program to
crash or time-out. Algorithm 1 shows the workflow of SwitchFuzz in a fuzzing loop.

SwitchFuzz maintains three different seed queues. At the beginning of the fuzzing
loop, it selects the appropriate queue for scheduling based on the current execution status
and chooses the next seed from it. For the different seed queues, different skip algorithms
are adopted (line 3 and line 4).

SwitchFuzz follows the power scheduling algorithm of AFLGo. In the early part of
the run, each seed is given the same energy. As the run time gradually reaches a threshold,
the seeds closer to the target point have higher energy (line 5). The difference is that
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SwitchFuzz calculates the runtime independently for each queue, ensuring that more of the
longer distance paths that had been overlooked are found when exploration is performed.
For higher energy seeds, it will spend more time on mutation and testing (line 7).

Depending on the result of the execution, SwitchFuzz saves the seeds to a different
queue. It is worth noting that the switching of seed queues is only for scheduling and
usage. New seeds may still be added to the queue, even if they are not in the time slice of
that queue (line 8 and line 9).

Algorithm 1: Fuzzing loop.
Input: S, the seed input
Output: Sc, the crash testcase
initialization;
while no timeout reached or abort-signal do

queue = choose_queue(); //Our modifications
s = find_next(S,queue); //Our modifications
p = calculate_energy(s)
repeat p times:

s’ = mutate_inputs(s);
result = execution(s’);
save_seed(s’,result) //Our modifications

end

5. Methodology/Design

In this section, we provide details of the scheme represented in Figure 6.

5.1. Different Seed Queues

In Section 3, we posed four questions. We hope to properly balance speed and coverage
and to find the missed paths. Consider the following: In many games, the protagonist often
starts out with a mission, which we generally call the main quest. In order to clear the game,
players will continue to complete the main quest in order to progress the game. However,
as the difficulty level increases, advancing the main line becomes difficult. Players often
need to complete side-missions to unlock new equipment, which can serve as props to
continue the main challenge. After clearing the game, players seek to discover new things
in the game. They will continue to complete side-missions or explore other routes.

By analogy to fuzzing, we distinguish between “main quests”, “side quests”, and “ex-
ploration routes” through three queues. Each of them corresponds to quickly reaching the
target point, exploring multiple paths and finding the overlooked “potentials”. The three
queues are named “Main”, “Side”, and “Exp”. For them to achieve their respective func-
tions, we impose a limit on the seeds added within each queue. Algorithm 2 shows the
allocation of seeds.

5.1.1. Queue_Main

For queue_main, its task is to complete the “main task” of hitting the target point (Q1)
as fast as possible. So, we store all seeds that are closer to the target point. Subsequent
seeds generated with greater distance will not be added to this queue. However, there are
other problems with this design. We mentioned the “delay effect” in Section 3.1, where the
“short distance” previously found in queue_main becomes less short as time goes on. We
need to constantly optimize this queue by limiting the number of seeds contained within it,
as shown in Figure 7.
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Algorithm 2: save_seed(): Add the seed to the corresponding queue.
Input: S, the input test case
Output: queue_main, queue_side, queue_exp
if newbits_in_map≡false then

return;
end
if cur_distance < min_distance then

if main_size > capacity then
eliminate_add(s);

end
else

add_to_queue(s, queue_main);
end

end
else if SeedWithNewEdge(s) ≡ true then

add_to_queue(s, queue_side);
end
else

add_to_queue(s, queue_exp);
end

When there are closer seeds generated that exceed the capacity, it is necessary to
consider removing the long-distance seeds from the queue, such as the blue seeds in
Figure 7. When this seed queue is continuously scheduled, the process of executing deeper
paths may become stuck due to certain complex check conditions or for other reasons. This
leads to the possibility that the shortest path currently being executed is not the one that
reaches the target the fastest. In addition, limiting mutation to the shortest distance seeds
may not lead to new advances. We may need to look for help elsewhere, such as in the
other two queues.

When the other queues are executed, if a seed with a shorter global distance is found,
it will also be added to the first queue. Its execution path may no longer be the same path
it was before. However, we are not concerned, because now this is the seed that is the
shortest from the target. Later in the execution, the distance is not updated for a long time
because the program may have reached the target point. The target point is hit multiple
times, which causes the valuable seeds to be added to the queue_exp. This also means
that queue_main’s task is done and, therefore, it is no longer scheduled. Our design also
addresses this issue.

queue_top

queue_top

capacity

Figure 7. The case of a new seed added to queue_main.
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5.1.2. Queue_Side

The job of queue_side is to complete the “side quest” that involves exploration of more
paths (Q2). It holds the seeds for new edges that are found. To produce new coverage there
are two cases: one is where a new basic block has been reached on the original path and
is getting closer to the target point, such that the seed has been added to the main_queue;
the other is where a new path has been found, which may not be as short as the previous
path. Switching to invoke it when the target point is not reached can help resolve a stuck
mainline, as discussed in Section 5.1.1.

After reaching the goal point, we assume that the necessary conditions exist to trigger
a crash on other branches, or that the execution of other paths in the pass will be more
likely to trigger a crash when the mainline fails to produce a crash for a long time. So, we
choose to switch to queue_side to try to reach the target point via multiple paths to trigger
a crash.

5.1.3. Queue_Exp

For queue_exp, the task is as its name suggests, that is, exploration (Q3). Queue_exp
holds the other seeds that are not added to the first two queues. It should be clarified that
we do not change the conditions under which the generated test cases are used as new
seeds but only add a new classification rule. Giving too much energy to queue_side in the
first stage will cause the guidance of the directed grey-box fuzzing to become similar to a
coverage guidance mechanism, which is contrary to our original intention.

Therefore, we separate out another exploration queue to reach our destination directly.
It does something similar to what AFLGo does in its exploration phase. We dispatch it only
when we need it to discover new possibilities. This design enables accumulation of test
cases in a fixed and reasonable period of time. It explores the seeds needed for the other
two queues, keeping the seeds for shorter new paths and longer new covers.

5.2. Try Another Way—Switch Queue

It can readily be seen from the description in Section 5.1 that each of SwitchFuzz’s
three queues performs a different task at a different stage. When the current task is blocked
for a long time, its other teammates replace it and solve the puzzle for it while finishing
their own work. Then the question arises of under what circumstances the queue should
be switched and to which queue (Q4). This is discussed below.

5.2.1. How to Switch

Let us consider the four questions posed in Section 3. First, we need to get to the
target point faster. This task is undertaken by queue_main, so we will call queue_main first
during execution. For queue_main, it executes the seeds whose distance is getting shorter.
As it continues to execute, the distance to the target point will get smaller and smaller until
it gets stuck or reaches the target point. With the queue_main execution, we can get to the
target point quickly, which is what DGF expects. So when other queues in a fuzzing loop
find a seed with a shorter distance and add it to queue_main, there is no doubt that we
need to execute queue_main immediately to try to hit the target point (I).

When it finds a new seed that is closer during its own execution, which is what
we want to see, we should continue to give the queue a chance to further reduce the
distance (II).

When queue_main cannot make progress, it may be because it cannot continue ad-
vancing the current path. Then, we need to find another path to switch exploration.
Alternatively, it might be because the target point has already been reached. Then, we need
to try multiple paths to reach the goal point to check if there are vulnerabilities. At this
point, to accomplish this task, we need to cut back to other queues (III).

For the other two queues, we switch based on a parameter called the tolerance time
(in Section 5.2.2). If no new progress is achieved after this time, switch to the other queue
(IV). We formulated the switch flowchart shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Switch flowchart.

5.2.2. When to Switch

As stated in Section 5.2.1, new seeds found in queue_main need to be dispatched
immediately. Due to the limited number of seeds within it, even frequent scheduling does
not result in significant time wastage. Each execution implies that a seed closer to the target
is created, so we take the number of execution rounds n of the queue as the limit. If a closer
seed is found in the process, the execution rounds are reset and the execution continues.
If a closer seed is not found after n execution rounds, the queue is switched back to the
previous one.

For the other two queues, we take a time-slice scheduling approach, similar to that of
a time-sharing system—a time is assigned to each of the two queues, and it switches to the
next queue when the execution time exceeds this time-slice. Unlike traditional time-slices,
we do not use execution time as a criterion. Instead, we use the time since the last new
coverage was discovered. We set a variable called “tolerance time” for each queue before it
is scheduled. At the end of each fuzzing loop, the queue will be switched to the next one if
the time since the last coverage is found to exceed the tolerance time. This design produces
a queuethat is able to refresh its timings after new coverage is found, allowing it to continue
execution. This also makes it possible to make a queue switch to try to complete other tasks
or to get some help for this queue when we cannot obtain satisfactory results for a long
time. Let us now consider how the tolerance time should be obtained. Equations (1)–(3)
show how the tolerance time tt is calculated.

In Equation (1), tann is the shortest distance since the last update. When there is no
means of obtaining a shorter distance, we assume that the exploration is stuck halfway or
has reached the target point. In either case, we need more time to execute queue_side. rann
is a time factor, which is set by the user before execution. When there has been no distance
update, it determines how long the tolerance time will be to increase to twice as much as
that of the queue_exp.

cann =

{
1 queue_exp
2 − e−tann∗rann queue_side

(1)

We have a time factor denoted cann, but no time base. How to design a suitable time
base then becomes a problem. Some programs resulting from bad code writing habits
can easily trigger a crash. Even if it can trigger a crash occasionally in one queue, it may
not be as fast as the other queues, analogous to squeezing out the last bit of toothpaste.
For programs that have more difficulty triggering crashes, frequent queue switching is not
very helpful in finding crashes, because they are not stuck halfway but arise because most
parts of the program do not have vulnerability points. So we need to be able to adjust this
time base through a dynamic process.

In Equation (2), tc indicates the time base of a queue execution for subsequent cal-
culation of the tolerance time and count f d denotes the number of execution rounds in
which a unique crash is consecutively found. Each execution round loop includes three
queue-switching schedules. Even though queue_exp may be skipped, we still consider that
switching back to queue_main adds a round. countn f d indicates the number of consecutive
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execution rounds where no unique crash is found. countc indicates the number of times that
tc is changed in the same direction (zoomed in or out). For example, the initial time base is
n. When the execution finishes one round, a new unique crash still cannot be generated.
At this point, we believe that it is not that the individual queues are not performing well
and need to be switched frequently, but that it is harder to trigger crashes overall. Then, we
let the time base expand to 2n. The next expansion to 4n requires two consecutive rounds,
the expansion to 8n requires four consecutive rounds, and so on. If it is scaled down, it will
still only take one round. This allows tc to remain within a range of the initial tc without
becoming too large or too small. Even though we still need to specify an initial time base tc
before the test as AFLGo does, it can be dynamically adjusted according to the execution
status to make the tolerance time more reasonable.

tc =


1
2 tc count f d = 2countc

2tc countn f d = 2countc

tc else

(2)

Finally, multiplying the time factor cann with the time base tc gives the tolerance time,
as shown in Equation (3).

tt = cann × tc (3)

5.3. Skip or Not—Find Next Seed

We limit the queue_main queue size and always keep the shortest distance seeds
inside it. If we still use the AFLGo mechanism, there is a high chance that most of the seeds
in it will be skipped because they have markers named “was_fuzzed”, which we do not
want. Therefore, we set a separate skip rule for this queue; Algorithm 3 shows the skip rule.

Algorithm 3: f ind_next(): Find next seed to be fuzzed.
Input: queue_cur, entry of the current queue
Output: s, the next seed to be fuzzed
while queue_cur do

if queue_cur ≡ queue_main then
if !queue_cur->was_fuzzed || !skip_p(MAIN_SKIP) then

return queue_cur;
end

end
else

if !skip_p(ORIG) then
return queue_cur;

end
end
queue_cur = queue_cur->next;

end

For seed selection of other queues, we follow the rules of AFLGo. This rule has been
introduced in Section 2.3.

In the queue_main queue are the seeds that we have filtered out to be extremely
valuable. For seeds that are not fuzzed, we will definitely use them. For the fuzzed seeds,
we still think they have potential. Most of the generated test cases are the result of non-
deterministic variants, which have large randomness. We decided to give the queue a
second chance, by skipping with a probability called MAIN_SKIP. The setting of this
parameter depends on the queue capacity. When the queue capacity is large, skipping
each previous seed with a small probability will make the queue bloated. When the queue
capacity is small, skipping with a large probability will make it difficult for the queue to
be effective.
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Considering Figure 7 as an example, we assume that n rounds will be executed each
time we switch to queue_main. For the red seed just added to queue_main, as new seeds
are added, its position in the queue is gradually moved to the end until it is removed. Each
time, it will be skipped with some probability. If the execution probability is p and the
queue capacity is c, the expected value of the number of executions is E = n(p(c − 1) + 1).

p =
E − n

n(c − 1)
(4)

6. Results
6.1. Parametric Test

As far as we know, it is not easy to set appropriate parameters for different pro-
grams. In order to select appropriate parameters, we designed experiments to obtain the
distribution law of the number of times the seed has been executed when the distance
is shortened.

We insert a seed structure variable called usage_count for the record. This variable is
incremented each time the seed is reused. When the distance gets shorter, the number of
executions will be logged into an array. Figure 9 depicts the distribution of the number of
times the current seed is executed when the distance is shortened after 4 h. The vertical
coordinate represents the number of seeds and the horizontal coordinate represents the
number of seeds reused (that is, usage_count). The dataset used is introduced in the
follow-up formal experiments section.
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Figure 9. The distribution of the number of times the current seed is executed when the distance is
shortened after 4 h.

When mutating a seed repeatedly used in the queue_main to get a shorter distance test
case, most of the seeds are only reused once or twice; a very small fraction of the seeds
show their value only after “three times”. Based on this result, we believe that setting the
expectation E of seed execution times to five is sufficient to bring out the value of seeds.
We also set the skip probability to 0.5 in order to give more attention to the seeds that have
just entered the queue. At this point, in Equation (4), n(c + 1) = 10. Obviously, the capacity
c is an integer greater than one and the number of executions n is a positive integer. So c
can be set to four or nine and n can be set to two or one. However, if the capacity is taken
to be nine, the seed queue will be too bloated, causing the long-distance seeds in it to be
dispatched multiple times. This will definitely cause the efficiency of this queue to decrease.
So, finally, we set the capacity c to four and the number of executions n to two.

6.2. Crash Exposure Capability

We applied these strategies based on AFLGo to form our directed grey-box fuzzer
called SwitchFuzz. To verify the effectiveness of the solution, we applied SwitchFuzz to
real programs, such as binutils, mjs [4], and libming [5] to test it. Unfortunately, CAFL [6],
Hawkeye [7], Lolly [8] and other DGF tools are not open-source. We evaluated the per-
formance of SwitchFuzz against AFLGo according to the questions posed in Section 3.
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The “time-to-exploitation” value of AFLGo was set to 45 min. To reduce randomness due
to variability, all experimental groups were repeated eight times.

Our experiments ran on an Intel® Core™ i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHZ, which included
eight core processors and allocated four core processors to the experimental environment.
The system version was Ubuntu 16.04.7 LTS. The memory was 16 GB in size. The original
experimental dataset (including program version, initial input and target code lines) and
the complete experimental results were saved at figshare [9]; the link is https://figshare.
com/articles/dataset/SwitchFuzz/20227509 (accessed on 28 June 2022).

The main goal of DGF is to quickly trigger a crash at the target point for patch testing,
vulnerability recurrence, and other purposes. So the most direct indicator is the ability to
reproduce crashes. We tested this on different programs. For the same application, we set
different targets as target points to trigger different parts of crashes.

GNU binitils [10] is a set of binary tools that contains several committed CVE vul-
nerabilities in test version 2.26. We specify the target by CVE description and crash trace,
and restore the site that triggered the crash at the end to confirm if it is the specified
bug. For vulnerability recurrence, we can know the entry points of individual functions
exhaustively. Therefore, we stake all entry functions as targets at compile time for better
guidance. In many cases, it is impractical to know all entry function points exhaustively. It
is also impractical to use the entry points of functions that can reach multiple paths of the
code block to be tested as targets for distance calculation. Therefore, in our experiments,
we tested single and multiple targets separately when setting up the target points. The nT
column and 1T column in the Table 1 represent the test results under the staking condition
of multiple targets versus single targets.

Runs in the table denotes the number of times the corresponding vulnerability is
reproduced in eight tests with 8 h as a round of testing. TTE (time to exposure) denotes the
time from the start of the fuzzing to the first trigger of the specified error. Factor is the ratio
of the time used by AFLGo over SwitchFuzz.

In addition, we also compared other realistic programs; the table lists relevant infor-
mation such as program names and vulnerability trigger points. The information for the
multi-target settings can be found in the original dataset mentioned above. Due to space
limitations, runs are denoted by Runs in the table.

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, both TTE and Runs are overall better than 1T in nT.
This is even more evident for some of the harder-to-trigger vulnerabilities, such as libxml
valid.c:1195. Benefiting from SwitchFuzz’s ability to try to explore multiple paths when
testing conditions are poor, SwitchFuzz does not rely too heavily on intermediate key-entry
target settings. It still has a high probability of triggering the specified vulnerability in 1T.
As in the testing of yasm 1.3.0 nsam-parse.c:1349, SwitchFuzz still exposed the vulnerability
seven times. In contrast, AFLGo plummeted from eight to four times. In terms of test
time, SwitchFuzz triggered vulnerabilities 1.47 times longer than AFLGo in nT, and 1.37
times longer in 1T. It is worth stating that we chose to average the time it took for the
vulnerability to be triggered in eight trials. If the vulnerability is not triggered within 8 h,
we do not include this result in the calculation of TTE. However, the actual time it triggers
the vulnerability will be greater than 8 h. This means that with different runs, the actual
time efficiency gain will be much larger than the current ratio. This is why SwitchFuzz does
not appear to be as efficient as AFLGo for the CVE-2016-6131 experimental group in nT.
SwitchFuzz also shows better performance for some of the easier triggered vulnerabilities.
libtiff 0.4.7 tiff2ps.c:2479 is 2.23× faster in 1T and libxml valid.c:1181 is 2.03× more efficient
in nT.

https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/SwitchFuzz/20227509
https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/SwitchFuzz/20227509
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Table 1. Performance of AFLGO vs. Switchfuzz in terms of crash recurrence capability on binutils.

CVE Tool
nT 1T

Runs TTE(s) Factor Runs TTE(s) Factor

2016-4487
SwitchFuzz 8 185 - 8 276 -

AFLGo 8 354 1.91 8 443 1.61

2016-4488
2016-4489

SwitchFuzz 8 108 - 8 272 -

AFLGo 8 181 1.68 8 424 1.56

2016-4490
SwitchFuzz 8 89 - 8 114 -

AFLGo 8 133 1.49 8 133 1.17

2016-4491
SwitchFuzz 2 14,355 - 2 25,728 -

AFLGo 1 14,032 1.02 0 - -

2016-4492
SwitchFuzz 8 740 - 8 1284 -

AFLGo 8 1238 1.67 8 3267 2.54

2016-4493
2016-6131

SwitchFuzz 4 22,144 - 2 23,264 -

AFLGo 2 19,630 0.88 0 - -

Table 2. Performance of AFLGO vs. Switchfuzz in terms of crash recurrence capability on 11 targets
in 7 real-world programs.

Project Tatget Tool
nT 1T

Runs TTE(s) Factor Runs TTE(s) Factor

MJS 1.21 mjs.c:13732
SwitchFuzz 6 12,520 - 4 20,221 -

AFLGo 4 14,234 1.14 1 21,175 1.05

cb-multios[11] service.c:65
SwitchFuzz 8 21 - 8 17 -

AFLGo 8 28 1.33 8 24 1.41

libming 0.4.8 decompile.c:398
SwitchFuzz 7 6798 - 8 9365 -

AFLGo 6 8144 1.2 5 16,896 1.8

libming 0.4.8 decompile.c:349
SwitchFuzz 8 13,073 - 5 16,503 -

AFLGo 7 21,004 1.61 3 19,083 1.16

yasm 1.3.0 nasm-parse.c:1349
SwitchFuzz 8 9543 - 7 16,235 -

AFLGo 8 14,007 1.47 4 22,305 1.37

yasam 1.3.0 nasm-eval.c:142
SwitchFuzz 6 22,374 - 7 22,572 -

AFLGo 4 22,766 1.02 2 26,542 1.18

yasam 1.3.0 intnum.c:415
SwitchFuzz 7 14,698 - 7 17,915 -

AFLGo 5 21,634 1.47 3 24,040 1.34

jasper[12] 1.900.1 mif_cod.c:491
SwitchFuzz 8 83 - 8 114 -

AFLGo 8 103 1.24 8 140 1.22

libtiff 0.4.7 tiff2ps.c:2479
SwitchFuzz 8 1353 - 8 1512 -

AFLGo 8 1999 1.3 8 3376 2.23

libxml 20902 valid.c:1181
SwitchFuzz 8 255 - 8 420 -

AFLGo 8 518 2.03 8 705 1.68

libxml 20902 Valid.c:1195
SwitchFuzz 7 15,092 - 5 21,516 -

AFLGo 4 16,995 1.13 3 24,178 1.12
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6.3. Edges Coverage

As we showed in the experimental analysis above, we obtained an improvement in the
probability of triggering the vulnerability by re-exploring the queue_side. For hard-to-reach
target points, it is appropriate to cover more edges, which helps us to get closer to the target
point. To further verify the performance of SwitchFuzz in this respect, we selected some
programs that took a long time to reach as a test dataset, recording the shortest distance
and the number of edges found. Each set of experiments was set for 4 h and was performed
under 1T conditions. The targets set and the results obtained are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Edges and minimum distance found by SwitchFuzz and AFLGo.

ID Project Fuzzer Edges Minium Distance

#1 jasper
(mif_cod.c:491)

SwitchFuzz 23 488.27

AFLGo 21 492.15

#2 MJS 1.21
(mjs.c:13732)

SwitchFuzz 262 2928.29

AFLGo 250 2928.29

#3 MJS 1.21
(mjs.c:4908)

SwitchFuzz 277 2770.78

AFLGo 275 2770.78

#4 cb-multios
(service.c:65)

SwitchFuzz 6 371.92

AFLGo 5 705.05

#5 libpng[13] 1.2.56
(pngread.c:738)

SwitchFuzz 85 821.09

AFLGo 82 821.09

#6 libming 0.4.8
(decompile.c:349)

SwitchFuzz 708 1423.73

AFLGo 653 1551.32

For the number of edges found, SwitchFuzz can harvest more edges when re-exploring.
For some of the harder-to-reach edges, AFLGo gives up exploring after the exploration
time. This causes its distance from the target to stop shortening as well. SwitchFuzz tries
to switch the queue to find a new edge to get closer to the target when the distance is
no longer shortened. Note that, since the multi-target distance calculation mechanism of
AFLGo is followed, a non-zero distance does not mean that the seed does not reach the
target point to trigger a crash.

In addition, finding more edges is also meaningful for distance reduction, which was
most evident in testcase #4. SwitchFuzz found only one more edge than AFLGo, but the
distance shortened from 705.05 to 371.92. We also found in our experiments that, for AFLGo
in testcase #1 and #4, the minimum distance stayed at a certain value for a long time and
failed to discover new edges or crashes for a long time. SwitchFuzz was able to achieve the
distance reduction faster by exploration of queue_side after a certain time stay. This is also
a good illustration of the role of queue_side, which is to explore more paths to solve the
“stuck” situation when the target cannot be approached or crashes are triggered.

7. Related Work

Related research is described below.

7.1. Grey Box Fuzzing

Compared to white-box fuzzing, grey-box fuzzing requires only lightweight program
analysis to obtain the necessary program state information during the fuzzing process. AFL
is a typical grey-box fuzzing tool that finds vulnerabilities by recording the code coverage
of input samples and adjusting the input samples to increase the code coverage. Since it can
be readily extended, many grey-box fuzzing studies have been conducted based on AFL.
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In recent years, there have been many studies based on different aspects or components
of grey-box fuzzing. We do not exhaustively cover all aspects, but only those that are
relevant to our study.

7.1.1. Seed Generation

A proper initial seed can improve fuzzing efficiency to a great extent. For some objects
to be tested that require fixed format input, if the corresponding seed input is not provided,
fuzzers will spend a huge amount of time on finding valid test cases since the exploration
space for mutation will be endless. For some more-difficult-to-pass branches, the fuzzing
efficiency can be greatly improved by an effective new seed generation strategy. There are
three research perspectives on this, as described below:

• Combined with deep learning. This approach starts from the legitimate input to
the program, generates a model by learning the structure of the input extensively,
and then uses the model to continuously generate the input. Examples include Learn
& Fuzz [14], GANFuzz [15] and Neuzz [16].

• Assisted with symbolic execution. Fuzzing using symbolic execution is generally
known as hybrid fuzzing. Some checks are difficult to pass, such as array checks
during the fuzzing process, causing the fuzzer to spend a lot of energy trying to
mutate to generate the eligible input. When a branch is difficult to pass, symbolic
execution is used to solve it, generating a new seed and then passing it to fuzzing to
pass the branch. Examples include QSYM [17], DigFuzz [18] and HFL [19].

• Based on static analysis and dynamic analysis. This approach uses the technique
of program analysis to determine what kind of input the program accepts and then
guides the generation of test cases. Examples include FANS [20] and T-Fuzz [21].

7.1.2. Seed Selection

In each iteration of the genetic algorithm, the seeds for the next step of fuzzing are
selected from the current seed pool. The testing efficiency of selecting different seeds varies,
so some methods have been developed from the perspective of seed selection.

For example, AFLFast [22] improves the seed selection strategy by prioritizing seeds
that have been less frequently selected previously or that can reach paths that have been
less frequently tested previously. Related examples include Vuzzer [23], QTEP [24] and
CollAFL [25].

7.1.3. Mutation Strategy

In a fuzzing loop, fuzzers try to discover more program states or crashes and generate
new seeds by mutating and testing the seed inputs. For fuzzing, the space for mutation
is almost infinite. Choosing a suitable mutation strategy also has a great impact on the
efficiency of fuzzing.

• Based on optimization algorithms or deep learning models. Guiding the mutation
through optimization algorithms or deep learning models enables the fuzzing pro-
cess to obtain efficient and usable test cases. For example, MOPT [26] selects the
optimal variation strategy using the particle swarm optimization algorithm. ILF [27]
uses symbolic execution to generate data as training data and AI models to guide
the mutation.

• Based on program analysis. These types of studies usually combine methods such as
taint analysis, symbolic execution, and gradient descent. After analyzing the program,
it is determined which bytes should be mutated and what kind of mutation should be
performed. Examples include Vuzzer, ProFuzzer [28] and GreyOne [29].

7.2. Directed Grey Box Fuzzing

Traditional grey box fuzzing is guided, based on code coverage. In the case of AFL,
when a test case finds an edge that has not been covered, the input is used as a new seed to
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continue the mutation and testing it involves trying to traverse from as many code spaces
as possible.

The goal of directed grey-box fuzzing is, instead, to reach a predefined goal as soon as
possible and to trigger a corresponding crash. Unlike directed symbolic execution, DGF
transforms the problem of solving the arrival path into an optimization problem—the
algorithm is used to continuously optimize the generation of inputs closer to the target
point. Directed grey-box fuzzers, with AFLGo as an example, require static analysis of the
program in the preliminary stage to obtain the function call graph and control flow graph.
A distance calculation module is inserted into the target program during the compilation
stage of the program and the optimization algorithm is designed during the fuzzing process
based on the distance, so that the seeds close to the target can obtain more energy.

Hawkeye adopts a similar approach for energy scheduling [7]. Hawkeye introduces
the covered function similarity. Seeds covering more functions in the “expected traces”
will be given more chances to be mutated to reach the targets, which means that the long
path receives more execution opportunities. It uses three queues with different priorities
to ensure that valuable seeds can be scheduled first. There are two possible scenarios for
discovering a new edge—either getting closer to the goal point on a path or finding a
new path. Hawkeye jumbles both types of seeds into a top priority queue; then, what is
processed in that queue may be multiple paths. It is significantly less efficient for DGFs
that seek to reach the goal point faster. In addition, Hawkeye’s seeds are no longer moved
out after being placed in the queue. Some seeds that were once considered valuable will
gradually become less valuable as more valuable seeds will subsequently be generated
one after another. The problems mentioned in Section 3.2 remain. A similar approach
to Hawkeye is Guided-Fuzz [30], which uses a more fine-grained variation strategy than
Hawkeye. In addition, it computes priority in terms of coverage and distance for queue
scheduling. Since it has almost the same improvement angle as Hawkeye, it also suffers
from the path-ignoring problem.

It was mentioned earlier that it is very difficult to let users set a reasonable time for
the exploration phase using different test software. RDFuzz proposes a frequency-guided
strategy—counting the branch coverage, allocating energy and choosing the appropriate
mutation strategy based on the frequency and distance of the code blocks executed by the
seed. Such a strategy can improve the likelihood that the two phases fall into path local
optimality due to unreasonable time allocation. However, this does not solve the problem
of wasted overhead causing time setting to be too long in the exploration phase or the
problem of not accumulating test cases for some specific paths with too short time setting.

In some cases, the target point has a sequential structure (e.g., UAF vulnerabilities)
and test cases that do not reach the target point sequentially cannot trigger the vulnerability.
In addition, there may be data condition constraints (e.g., buffer overflow) at some target
points, which cause some test cases to fail to trigger vulnerabilities even if they reach the
target point. CAFL proposes constraint-guided directed grey-box fuzzing (CDGF) to guide
the seeds to satisfy a sequence of constraints. CAFL takes into account both control and data
flows and defines the constraint distance, which is the sum of the target location distance
and the data condition distance. CAFL considers how to give the seeds the right distance.
SwitchFuzz considers how to use the existing distance of seeds for reasonable scheduling.
So, SwitchFuzz’s strategy can still be used on CDGF. Unfortunately, CAFL is not open-
source and we cannot apply our strategy to CAFL at the moment. In addition, CAFL
still produces the delay effect mentioned in Section 3.1. CAFL also requires exhaustive
vulnerability information to complete the constraint template and cannot be used easily for
code block testing.

AFLGo places much of the program analysis in the instrumentation to improve run-
time efficiency. Lolly [8] was proposed as a sequence-coverage directed fuzzing (SCDF)
method, a lightweight directed fuzzing technique. Given a sequence of target statements
for a program, Lolly assigns energy by computing the “sequence coverage” of the seeds,
with the aim of generating inputs that reach the statements in each sequence in order. It
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reduces the overhead of instrumentation in AFLGo and also solves the problem that the
target points have a sequential structure. Since sequence coverage utilizes the computation
of the longest common subsequence, the basic blocks will be duplicated under program
structures, such as loops, which will have some impact on Lolly. Compared with Switch-
Fuzz, Lolly still does not effectively solve the problem mentioned in Section 3.3 that the
exploration phase is set too short and seeds with potential are not generated or scheduled
under the single-goal test condition.

There are also what we consider to be “different” directed fuzzers. Their target points
are not specified by the user, but are determined by the fuzzer. This type of fuzzer will
determine the possible points of vulnerability in the program through analysis and then set
these code sections as target points for directed fuzzing. For example, ParmeSan [31] utilizes
many sanitizers with different detection functions that come with compilers, such as LLVM,
to direct the fuzzers to specific classes of bugs. V-Fuzz [32] and Suzzer [33], on the other
hand, combine a static analysis approach that uses deep learning models to predict program
vulnerabilities and exposes the location of possible vulnerability targets for directed fuzzers.
This type of fuzzer is different from the previously mentioned DGFs (including SwitchFuzz)
in terms of application scenarios. Most of the traditional DGF application scenarios are
patch testing, vulnerability recurrence or PoC generation. In such scenarios, their goal
is only to trigger bugs at specified locations and it is not of concern whether there are
vulnerabilities in other code fragments. Such fuzzers prefer to test the whole program,
directed towards finding vulnerabilities more efficiently and comprehensively.

There has also been some research on fuzzing aids, such as FuzzGuard [34]. These use
deep learning methods to help the directed gray-box fuzz tester filter unreachable inputs
before seeding execution. This is very helpful for performance.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyze current targeted gray-box fuzzing tools represented by
AFLGo. Seed selection has a delaying effect. The valuable seeds generated will be scheduled
only after the previous seeds are executed. In addition, directed fuzzing tends to ignore
the impact of coverage on testing efficiency, leading to the problem of local optimality
of paths without accumulating sufficient test cases with value. In this paper, we try to
balance speed and coverage and conduct multi-path exploration where appropriate to
better trigger vulnerabilities.

We apply the optimization scheme to SwitchFuzz. Experimentally, SwitchFuzz triggers
crashes faster on easier-to-reach targets and has a higher probability of triggering crashes
on harder-to-reach targets. SwitchFuzz performs better when a single target is set for
testing without there being detailed information about the vulnerability.
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